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Abstract: Early modern maps are important records of urban development, providing detailed information on changing
social and economic patterns, as well as offering insights into historic techniques of cartographic representation. On maps,
a variety of information is translated to readers through graphic elements. The functions and meanings of graphic elements
such as symbols and colour are known from and widely applied in graphic design. This paper discusses links between
graphic design and historical urban maps, to explore a new interdisciplinary perspective to develop further the
understanding of functions and meanings of graphic elements within historical urban maps. In particular, graphic design
methods are here used to analyse historical hand-coloured London maps produced before the 19th century. There are few
records detailing the visual properties of historical London maps. In this context, it may be useful to apply graphic design
research methods such as visual analysis and semiotics. Focussing on examples from maps in the 15th and 16th centuries,
we suggest that graphic elements such as shape and colour could have been utilized by artists for specific functions and
purposes, arguably making these maps early forms of graphic design. Furthermore, information design principles may be
used to further the analysis of historical urban maps, in particular the way colour is used for coding information. These
findings suggest graphic elements have historically been used to translate information on urban maps, which can create
much richer meanings on maps than previously understood.
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1. Introduction: Understanding Historical
Urban Maps through Graphic Design
‘Throughout history, humans have systematically
designed and delivered information in an effort to
share their perceptions of the world and persuade
others to reach the same conclusions’ (Jacobson,
1999, p.1).
Although there is some disagreement about the exact date
of origins of graphic design (Crowley & Jobling, 1996;
Triggs 2011), graphic design is referred to as a discipline
in either the late nineteenth (Eskilson, 2012) or in the early
twentieth century (Crowley & Jobling, 1996; Lupton &
Phillips, 2008). For example, graphic design is found in
the twentieth century in American advertisements, which
is understood as art with a commercial purpose (Crowley
& Jobling, 1996). Thus how graphic design can be applied
to historical urban maps, especially those that were
published before the nineteenth century, needs to be
considered.

2. Graphic Design and Maps as a Form of Visual
Communication
Graphic design has been argued to be a form of visual
communication (Barnard, 2013; Chen & Yu, 2016; Noble,
2016; Opach, 2009; Salchow, 1997). It is the use of sign
systems to represent cultural meanings through different
media (Barnard, 2013; Chen & Yu, 2016; Cosgrove, 2005;
Crowley & Jobling, 1996; Jervis, 1936; Walker, 2017).
These visual signs translate information, for

communication, in a graphic manner (Chen & Yu, 2016).
Urban maps seem to be similar.
Similarities between graphic design and cartography have
been found (Opach, 2009). Maps, in essence, are a
resource for visual communication (Hodgkiss, 1981;
Opach, 2009; Propen, 2007), and the graphic elements on
maps represent detailed information for communication
(Andrews, 1996; Propen 2007). For example, maps have
been said to be an artificial representation of the world that
presents information for readers (Owen, 2005; Propen
2007). Historical urban maps are often considered to be
merely illustrations containing colours (Bagrow, 1964;
Bagrow, 2010; Lynam, 1953; Skelton, 1966; Thrower,
1972; Whitfield, 2006). For example, historical urban
maps are ‘pretty views’ of cities via an idealised aesthetic,
social technique and architectural understanding to guide
readers (Bagrow, 1964; Bagrow, 2010; Brotton, 2014;
Ehrensvärd, 1987; Lynam, 1953). Thus, both maps and
graphic design works are artistic creations using visual
media for communication (Opach, 2009). Therefore, for
the purposes of this investigation, urban maps can be
viewed as a form of graphic design.
This means there is the possibility that graphic design
principles were applied by the creators of early urban maps
much earlier than the term ‘graphic design’ was. A graphic
design perspective, which has previously been used for
archival research culture in historical images (Walker,
2017), can thus be extended to include urban maps. This
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not only brings a new perspective to understanding maps,
but also a fresh area for graphic design research.

2.1 Common Aims: Informative, Decorative and
Representative Functions

Another way of understanding the link between graphic
design and cartography is through an analysis of their
aims. Graphic design includes informative, decorative,
social, political, royal, cultural and economic functions,
intentions and purposes (Barnard, 2013; Feldman, 2018).
These functions can also be explored on maps (Connellan,
2012; Ehrensvärd, 1982; Ehrensvärd, 1987; Novin, 2016).
For example, decoration is thought to be the main purpose
for colours on historical London maps (Darlington &
Howgego, 1964; Hodgkiss, 1981; Krogt, 2008; Whitfield,
2006). Moreover, cultural and commercial information has
been recorded on maps (Novin, 2016) from the time when
the process of making Royal maps started in the 13th
century England (Delano-Smith, 2006). So it could be
argued, that creators of maps and graphic design, through
visual signs, aim to achieve similar purposes, and fulfil
similar functions.
Although the Nuremberg Chronicle, printed by Anton
Koberger in 1493 contains text and visual illustrations,
which included a view of cities (urban maps), Eskilson
(2012) studied typography as a means to analyse the whole
designed page rather than an ‘urban map’. The illustrations
(images) in this book were not considered separately,
although they could be studied as examples of graphic
design. Thus, the shapes, colours and space on each image
and what pieces of information were translated by them
were overlooked. Eskilson (2012) suggested these maps
are a type of ‘visual realism’ of history, he ignored the
issues of graphic design on maps, even though he did
understand that whole images can have symbolic meaning
and how these translate ‘religious or secular’ information
about ‘the world and its contents’ for communication
(Barnard, 2013, p.13).
Therefore, there are links and similarities between graphic
design and historical urban maps. This graphic design
understanding of maps not only offers knowledge for
researching symbols, functions, meanings of graphic
elements, but also suggests graphic design approach can
be used for understanding visual language on historical
urban maps.

3. Using Information Design Principles to
Understand Colour on Historical Maps
‘Information design can be thought of as the
professionalization of another communication
phenomenon: the emergence of a new language.
Visual language is defined as the tight coupling
of a words, images, and shapes into a unified
communication unit’ (Horn, 1998 in Jacobson,
1999, p.27).
Graphic elements are used to translate information for
functional and visual communication, usually in form of

symbols in both graphic design and maps (Andrews, 1996;
Bagrow, 1964; Booth, 1986; Dorling & Fairbairn, 1997;
Ehrensvärd, 1987; Fels & Wood, 1993; Hodgkiss, 1981;
Miller, 2003; Opach, 2009; Propen, 2007; Seager, 2004;
Thrower, 1972;). For example, a particular shape of roofs
represents ‘churches’ on maps in the 16th century of
Germany (Hodgkiss, 1981). This process of producing
meaning through shapes matches the approaches within
information design, whose main function is defined as
visual communication of information (Jacobson, 1999). In
the following, we add a reflection on how colour may be
use on maps for information design. Colour has been
considered part of a visual language that translates
information through a visual process into a psychological
understanding (Connellan, 2012; Feisner & Reed, 2014).
Connellan (2012) discussed the meanings of white in
visual communication, or Feisner and Reed’s (2014)
analyse cultural symbolic use of colours from the Middle
Ages Christian Church. Designed images always
purposefully communicate through the composition of
graphic elements, such as shape and colours – in this
section; the focus will be on the meanings and
communicative potential of colour. (Gage, 1999; Itten
1970). Colour can translate information for an audience, as
has been studied in various areas of graphic design (Lupton
& Phillips, 2008) and also in the role of colour language
for designing commercial posters in the 1890s (Crowley &
Jobling, 1996). Thus, colour plays an important role in
visual media, for communication.
Information Design as a sub-discipline of Graphic Design
is particularly well suited to the communication of
complex information or data sets, in an efficient way, to be
immediately accessible for the viewer. Maps contain
complex information and data of cities, which is
represented by graphic elements. As maps’ primary
function is to bring increased understanding to their
readers, a deeper understanding of the visual language and
principles employed by Information Design, could be
particularly useful to better understand colour use on
historical maps. The Graphic Design and Information
Design perspectives of colour use are more than the
general understanding that ‘beautiful’ colour is used to
decorate historical London maps.
Colour has generally been understood to be for the purpose
of decoration on those urban maps, especially historical
hand-coloured London maps (Brown, 1977; Darlington &
Howgego, 1964; Hodgkiss, 1981; Krogt, 2008; Whitfield,
2006). If, as argued here, historical urban maps are
considered to be graphic/information design, then their
colours could have other functions and richer meanings
than just decoration. Understanding visual language is to
consider the role of visual representation and social
meanings for communication (Connellan, 2012): for
example, colours that represent objects, such as the sun as
yellow.
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An example of this is the specific application and
understanding of colour associated with way finding
design: signs in hospital environments are often colour
coded to aid visitors in navigation and to communicate
clearly, instantly and effectively, such as the top colour is
between blue and green for young people (Coad & Coad,
2008; Jacobson, 1999). Thus, colour language is used to
represent information for visual communication. The
usage of colour could be suggested to play the same role
in mapping areas. An example of this same function is
through colours used for direction on maps (Ehrensvärd,
1987; Gage, 1938). So we can conclude, that the
information design perspective can be used for
understanding colour use and their meanings on maps.
However, different cultural understandings influence
meaning of colour. For example, different countries used
different colours to explain direction on maps in the past,
such as Babylonians used colour white for ‘South’, Israel
used green for ‘South’ and red means ‘South’ in ancient
china (ibid). Therefore, there are cultural differences of
colour language in visual communication. This means
cultural meanings have to be considered when researching
colour.

4. Applying Graphic Design Methodology: Using
Semiotics to Find Rich Meaning
Building on the idea of maps as a type of Graphic Design,
the method of semiotic analysis, used for exploring signs
and symbols in graphic design fields, will be applied here
to research historical urban maps. The often relatively
personal methods of producing maps before the 18th
century, as well as the haphazard methods of collecting
and archiving them, means that there is often a paucity of
supporting information on their exact dates of creations,
the names and locations of their printers, and associated
crucial aspects of their design, marketing and distribution,
for example. These factors, as well as the prevailing
unscientific means of surveying and representation,
militate against the reliable use of maps from this period
as objective historical sources. In this context, we propose
here the use of methods of visual semiotic analysis to
reveal more latent kinds of information and socially
relevant meanings. The aim will be to explore the implied,
hidden or latent functions of graphic elements within
historical images.
Understanding the meanings of graphic elements supports
a better understanding of their functions, such as:
explanation, representation or highlighting of information.
Semiotics helps to understand the process of internal
meanings, suggesting different purposes and functions, see
(Howells and Negreiros, 2012; Hielmslev, 1961 cited in
Chandler, 2014; Jewitt and Oyama, 2001; Lacey, 1998;
Saussure, 1983 cited in Chandler, 2014; Zantides, 2014)
for exploring meanings of graphic elements. This can
include cultural meanings (Chandler, 2014; Howells and
Negreiros, 2012; Leeuwen, 2001) and also the
understanding of any language and meaningful
communication as a set of codes (Chandler, 2014). The

graphic design understanding suggests methods have to
focus more on semiotic analysis, which supports
understanding and exploring meanings of graphic
elements, and this can be applied for researching the
functions, meanings, and purpose of graphic elements in
maps.

5. A case study of colours on historical London
maps
This section applies the Graphic Design perspective to
discuss colour usage on historical London maps (samples
of London maps in the Civitates Orbis Terrarum), utilizing
the method of semiotic analysis to explore colour language
on these maps.
Researching London maps as a subject has to focus its
beginning in the 16th century. Small images of cities with
illustrations appeared in the Middle Ages (Whitfield,
2006). The whole view of cities only became published as
‘maps’ during the 16th century, with the first whole
pictures of London as maps published around 1550
(Whitfield, 2006). However, the first London colour map
was created in 1572 (Goss, 1992), so researching colour
use on London maps has a time limitation of late 16th
century.
There are two ways to approach the analysis of hand
coloured historical London maps – analysing original map
artefacts from archive offices, or analysing digital copies
made from these original documents. It is a worthwhile
process of reading original archives, especially when
researching colours in relation to them. However, this
approach poses an issue with regards to coding data and
comparing details across maps that may be held by
different offices. It is in this case necessary to note all of
the information on a map for coding colours when
referring to these archival documents. The danger is
information will be missed and/or unclear explanations
will be noted when recording data from the original
sources. Compared with analysing the original document,
coding information with that piece of image on the map for
visual analysis of data collection is better as it allows
spending more time on each document as well as referring
to multiple documents simultaneously, especially when
researching applied colours. In addition, the location of
environments can influence the understanding of colours
when reading the original documents from different
archives. For example, colour perception is influenced by
light. This poses the issue of how to code images.
The only solution to this approach is to take photographs,
or scan them when noting information from these maps.
However, there are many elements that can influence the
colours on copies made by personal collection. For
example, the different qualities of light, different cameras
or different scanners can all affect the reproduction of
colour. Digital copies of maps from archive offices are
professionally reproduced and defines colours from
original images as closer to a common understanding of
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how colour appears in nature. Therefore, compared with
researching colours from original archives, the use of
digital copies from archive offices offers more flexibility
and less subjectivity with respect to analysis.

Figure 1. London map, © British Library Board, 215.f.1,
Copyright 2018.

This research relies on primary resources, that is to say, all
of the data is based upon the collection of and analysis of
maps. According to the method of semiotic analysis in the
Graphic Design field mentioned above, four areas were
chosen as samples on this London map (Figure 1: purple).
These four areas feature famous buildings and could offer
the potential of additional records about their history being
available to supplement the analysis. The categories of
data collection here are the four basic elements: buildings,
roads, open areas and water systems. The information (The
definition of colour; the subject was coloured; the
information of this subject) was collected from four
elements on four areas on each map. This created a large
amount of data which was then analysed and compared
through the use of software. The data was collected in a
common form for systematic coding in NVivo for analysis
(Figure 2). The semiotic analysis of colour use relies on
the data from these categories. For example, the definition
of colour (from the colour theories: Gage, 1938 and Itten,
1970) within one of four basic elements like buildings
combined with basic information of the specific building.
Through exploring the links between colour and
information, we may identify possible function and
meaning of colour on these London maps.

Figure 2. The data of a London map in the NVivo 12.

Decoration has previously been the main understanding of
the purpose of colour use on these historical London maps.
This suggests an aesthetic understanding of using colours
by the map artists. Even the decorative use of colour
already achieves a level of purposeful design. However,
considering shapes and colours in the example of the
London map in the first volume of Civitates Orbis
Terrarum (Figure 1), it is clearly evident that there is a
consistent colour scheme used. An example of this is
different types of buildings are simply identified by shapes
on the original black and white map. However, there are
two colour schemes designed for making public buildings
prominent by differences of colour use. This purposeful,
systematic application of colour suggest that Graphic
Design and Information Design understanding is involved
when map artists chose colours for these maps.
Two colour schemes on the buildings can be understood
from looking at colour grammar in historical cartography
(Lynam, 1953), red and blue may represent a meaning that
corresponds with natural colours of roofs on London maps.
However, colours used represented the culture of cities
appeared on historical urban maps. For example, blue used
for the roof of public buildings on historical London maps
(Figure 1). This colour choice can be suggested by St.
Paul’s Cathedral use of lead and timber, which offer
references for natural colouration (Keene, 2008; Porter,
2001; Whitfield, 2006). However, high status buildings in
Nuremberg were roofed in copper (and still are today),
which transforms into a bright green Verdigris hue in a
short period of time (Gnesin, 2015). Thus, different
colours were used for the roof of public buildings on these
two cities’ historical maps. Therefore, colour not only
represented the natural views of cities on historical urban
maps, but also represents the culture of cites by a certain
colour choice for high status buildings representing
political or religious power.
If these colours reflect a completely naturalistic view of
cities at the time when the maps were made, this would
indicate a limitation to an approach to analyse colour
through semiotics, from a Graphic Design perspective.
Careful viewing though, reveals that the roofs of most
buildings are coloured red, and in some instances blue on
the London map (Figure 1). However, they are not
coloured consistently. This seems to suggest a
‘thoughtless’ and arbitrary application of colour. In this
understanding, these colours would be merely an enhanced
representation of naturalism for decorating the image to
represent the view of the city. Therefore, when compared
with colours that are accurate naturalism (as in a replica of
nature as it is), they are closer to naturalism which is
influenced by aesthetics (as in a style or conscious choice).
However, the chosen colour language and application may
not be that simplistic - the information presented could be
more complex, i.e. more consciously (graphically)
designed. If the colours are being applied without thought
for accuracy, then perhaps they are applied for an
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alternative purpose. There might be a meaning to the
colour application. Therefore, application of colours on
this map brings up questions for deeper discussion and
research.
The way red is used on this is moving towards a more
symbolic function, on a design level. To explain this
further: the roofs are all covered by a thick red line, there
are even details of a building on the map (Figure 1). The
use of red is a symbolic representation of common
buildings, or a reflection of the natural colour of roofs,
which is more than just decorative use of colour. This will
be discussed by examples in the following paragraph.
Therefore, this approach of using these colours on maps
suggests the graphic design understanding.

Figure 3. A part of London; The Thames, © British Library
Board, 215.f.1, Copyright 2018.

As in the discussion above, blue roofs could be naturalistic
representations. This does not mean this colour cannot
have another function or meaning. Actually, the colour
choice by the map artists suggests the function of the
colour blue. Map artists often used the differences between
two colours to highlight public buildings, even though
these buildings do not have conical roofs (Figure 3:
purple). This means artists chose which public buildings
were coloured differently from their understanding of the
culture of the cities they were mapping. Public buildings
often represented power: royalty, religion, social status
and culture. Blue is used to highlight importance and
functions of these public buildings as a record of London
at that time. Therefore, importance of public buildings is
suggested by the way they were chosen to be coloured.
This is more than just following the colour grammar of
cartography. The society, status and power of cities
represented by public buildings have been incorporated in
the creation process of colouring maps. Therefore, even
blue is chosen to represent an aesthetic or cultural
understanding of natural colour, the design level of colour
choice suggests ‘invisible’ cultural information of London
and mapping is recorded by colour language.
Furthermore, churches were important for a city’s
development in the 16th century, as they were integral to
the management of the population and economy of a city
(Haigh, 1993). There are a large number of churches,
highlighted with colour on 16th century maps, such as blue

roofs with brown walls (Figure 3). These colours clearly
show that these buildings were seen differently from
common buildings, even though churches are already
identified by the shape of their roofs. However, many
churches with the same shape are left uncoloured (Figure
3: yellow), and these uncoloured public buildings highlight
the importance and information that has been assigned to
and represented by colour, where they have been applied
to buildings. So it can be concluded, that ‘invisible’
information about these buildings such as associations
with royalty, religion and culture are recorded by and
encoded within colours. This suggests colours have deeper
meanings on historical London maps, which contributes to
their function as a means of information to the reader.

Figure 4 London map, © The British Library Board,
Maps.C.29.e.1, A.

Moreover, the historic changes and developments of
London also are recorded by colour language on these
maps. There is another hand-coloured copy from the same
original black and white London map in the volume of
Civitates Orbis Terrarum (Figure 4). This map was
published in the 17th century. An interesting point is the
number of churches on this map is the same as the map
published in the 16th century (Figure 1). However, there
are less churches with roofs coloured blue on this map.
This matches with the changes in religious persuasion in
London at that period of time (Haigh, 1993). ‘The
dissolution of the religious houses in the few years after
1535’ caused many religious buildings to be dismantled or
to change function (Whitfield, 2006, p.25). This could be
the reason that there are less blue roofs on this map (Figure
4). The colours used on this map again suggest that even
though the choices in colouring these urban maps might
follow a common understanding of how colour appear in
nature, the colour choice by the map artists represents
some cultural information on a graphic design level.
Therefore, colour as a visual language recorded cultural
information which is about more than just decoration on
historical London maps. This means colour, similar to
shape or context on historical urban maps can be used for
tracking history of cities. Understanding colour language
on historical London maps from the Graphic Design and
Information Design perspectives support a better
understanding about the history of mapping and cities.
Especially, the ‘invisible’ historical changes can be
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identified by colours rather than the original black and
white maps.

6. Conclusion
Semiotic analysis has been applied on historical coloured
London maps. This suggests a level of purposeful design
within colour use on historical urban maps. We can
understand maps from the perspective of Graphic Design
in terms of visual language and aesthetic style. Visual
language can be argued to include the use of colour. There
are two meaningful ways to analyse historical urban maps,
especially researching colour use on them. The original
maps offer details with the original perception of colours
as intended. This created opportunities to explore useful
information, such as colour application. The digital copies
of maps can be visually analysed by software. This
approach allows for freely noting all of the information for
analysis and comparison on one map or across maps.
Through semiotic analysis of colour use, their function as
more than decoration on historical London maps has been
argued for here. Historical changes of London have been
shown to be recorded by colour language on these maps.
The procedural knowledge of graphic design suggests
colours represent visible meanings, in particular the
status/power indicators of London on maps. Therefore,
exploring meanings of colour from a graphic design
perspective supports a better understanding of historical
urban maps and history.
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